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Back in February, I wrote about the economic good of a pandemic. 1 Not much time has
elapsed, but much has transpired. I didn’t foresee most of it, and now my previous commentary
seems outdated. At that time, life was moving along as normal in the United States. China had
been in a lockdown, and I clearly was been naïve, but I did not think we would have the same thing
here. To be sure, I thought COVID-19 would strike the United States, but I thought the response
from governments, both federal and state, would be more muted and more focused on adapting to
and mitigating the effects of the pandemic.
In the harmful effects of governmental responses to COVID-19, I do not want to minimize
the severity of the illness in any way. As a survivor of it myself, I know firsthand how painful and
difficult it is. Even if most victims are elderly or already sick, COVID-19 can be serious for
anyone. The first point I want to make is that nobody really knows how widespread COVID-19
is. We will not know until testing is universal or randomized. For now, the sample of persons
tested for COVID-19 is highly biased.
The governmental response has prevented many of the effects I anticipated from a COVID19 pandemic, so the points I made in February need to be revisited. I assumed that doctors, nurses,
hospitals, and manufacturers of medical equipment would be in high demand, but this has
surprisingly not been the case. Many areas banned elective surgeries to reallocate resources to
treat COVID-19 patients, but the predicted overwhelming of the healthcare system never actually
happened outside of a few places. This cut off a major revenue stream for hospitals and doctors
have been furloughed or laid off as a result. 2
The healthcare sector should have done very well during a pandemic or any public health
emergency. Furloughs of medical professionals and financial problems at hospitals at a time like
this would not happen if there were a market response to the pandemic. Moreover, it is difficult
for me to see any need for banning elective operations in the first place. Hospitals should already
give priority to emergencies, and if there were an emergency, they would probably delay elective
procedures anyway; not doing so would be a public relations nightmare. The policy response to
COVID-19, not COVID-19 itself, has caused these problems in the healthcare sector.
I correctly assumed that vaccine research would go forward, but even this has had
unintended consequences that I did not foresee. Multiple different vaccines are in development,
with the Milken Institute counting 133 as of May 19, 2020. 3 The hidden cost of vaccine research
and the laser-like focus on COVID-19 exists in the form of neglect of other diseases. As bad as
COVID-19 is, there are other diseases, many of which are even more dangerous, that are getting
less attention. The World Health Organization is already worried about tuberculosis outbreaks in
the developing world as screening and treatment are passed over in favor of COVID-19
mitigation. 4 Tuberculosis is a much more devastating disease than COVID-19. Obsession over
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COVID-19 has also resulted in fear of going to hospitals for necessary treatment, causing more
avoidable problems, such as appendicitis-induced infections and stroke complications. 5
As for medical equipment, my predictions were partially accurate, but not solely for the
reasons I anticipated. Demand has skyrocketed, not only for personal protective equipment but
also for medical devices. New stockpiling efforts mean that demand won’t diminish right away
when the pandemic eases. 6 To increase goodwill, China sent some equipment, including
ventilators, to other countries in Europe, but this backfired when much of it turned out to be
defective. 7 There has indeed been an increase in the manufacturing of medical devices and
personal protective equipment, as I predicted. 8 If anything, this prediction was doubly true because
of problems in sourcing these things from China.
I am a signatory of the recent letter from the National Taxpayers Union to President Trump,
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, and Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell opposing trade
barriers as part of the fight against COVID-19. 9 The letter correctly states that stockpiling medical
equipment and obtaining it from diverse sources is necessary and costly, but a “Buy America”
regime will be even more costly. Like nearly all economists, I oppose protectionist trade barriers.
Concerning these proposals, I would add (somewhat cynically) that a “Buy America” regime may
not even be all that necessary given trade restrictions in the rest of the world and defective
equipment from China. Sourcing medical equipment from the United States may just turn out to
be a prudent idea anyway, and not just because of higher demand. It is reasonable to “Buy
American” in cases when the products are of higher quality and the suppliers are more reliable. It
is not reasonable to artificially induce the need to “Buy American” with trade barriers.
Food and grocery delivery services, like Instacart, GrubHub, and DoorDash, have done
very well during the lockdowns, as I predicted. The success of this end-user service, however,
does not mean people can buy everything they want. Shutting down the economy has constricted
the supply chains for many goods by keeping many workers home and by altering patterns of
consumption (e.g. more home cooking and less restaurant dining).
Staples like flour, yeast, meat, and paper products disappeared from store shelves and are
often rationed when they are in stock. The proximate cause of shortages is that prices cannot adjust
upward either because of price gouging laws or the very real fear of a public backlash. This would
not even be an issue if government rules had not caused a supply contraction in the first place.
These policies are the ultimate cause of the shortages.
Most of these supply disruptions are due to the government response to the virus, not the
virus itself; markets do an excellent job of getting food to people. Much fresh produce that was
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bound for restaurants and school cafeterias has been left rotting in fields or sold at a steep discount
because grocery supply chains cannot adapt at the last minute. 10 Unlike field crops, fresh produce
is not part of government subsidization programs, meaning that these farmers could face major
losses. Waste is never good, but it is especially tragic at this time when many people are out of
work and demand at food banks has sharply increased.
Supply chain disruptions are the most disconcerting thing to me about the recession just
getting underway, which looks very different from recent recessions. The Great Recession and
the early 1980s recession were characterized by losses throughout the economy, with more losses
in some sectors than others. The mandatory lockdowns at stay-at-home orders in this current crisis
affect both supply and demand, not just demand. This current recession is caused by a mandated
cessation of economic activity, which cascades throughout the economy, stopping things at all
levels, likely making recovery more difficult.
In the piece I wrote in February, I predicted that productivity gains would happen in some
industries as people spent less time commuting and found new ways to do things with fewer people
and social distancing. Here again, my thoughts were upended by the government response.
Productivity gains may have happened, but their economic good may not be very perceptible for
a while. Working at home has its own detrimental effects as some firms have begun to fear
intellectual property losses when things are not as secure as they were in a physical office. 11
I indicated earlier that fiscal policy was possible, but not being discussed, and that
monetary policy had little potential because interest rates were already low. I thought that the
government response would focus on medical innovation and adapting to the presence of the virus.
Fiscal policy in the form of stimulus payments happened shortly after I wrote. Instead of focusing
on fighting the virus, most of the government’s focus was on mitigating the economic pain directly
caused by the government’s own response to the virus. A severe contraction in economic activity
will make it harder to pay for this stimulus over the coming years and decades, something mitigated
only by the government’s ability to borrow at incredibly low rates because of easy monetary policy.
The cause of these problems is, in many cases, the government response. The economic
shutdowns have enjoyed popular support, at least as measured in opinion polls. This shows a lack
of understanding of all costs and benefits and the interrelated, cascading effects of any policy. In
my earlier piece, I was worried that there would be too much focus on costs that we would miss
the economic benefits of a pandemic. Now I think that there has been too little focus on costs of
the government intervention, which has resulted in government intervention going so far as to
destroy most of the benefits of the pandemic, while still not avoiding the harm it brings.
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